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resembling the Rhoclocrinites in having five large plates separating the radials,
Thanincttocrinzis differs from them and from most Pakeocrinoids in the absence of any
higher series of calicular interracial, plates resting upon the first series which separate
the radials.

Except on the anal side the primaryinterradial plates of Thaumatocrinus end simply in
a free rounded edge at the margin of the disk (P1. LVI. figs. 1-3, 5), which is doubtless due
to the simplicity of the arms; for these become free almost at once, and are not connected

laterally by much perisome in which higher orders of radials could be supported. But in
the presence of the anal appendage on the azygous interradial (P1. LVI. figs. 2, 4, 5)
Thaumatocrinus bears a remarkable resemblance to Reteocrinus as understood by
Wachsmuth and Springer, and to the Xenocrinus of S. A. Miller; while the appendage
has an even closer resemblance to the so called "anal series" of Onychocrinus and
Taxocrinvs, the lowest plate of which rests, not on a basal, but on the upper angles of the
two first radials.

There can, I think, be no reasonable doubt that the anal appendage of T/iaumato-
crinus, although free laterally, is homologous with the vertical series of plates in the anal
interradius of Reteocrinus and Xenocrinus, Onyelioerinvs and Taxoc'rinus. But owing
to the small size of Thauinatocrinus and the simplicity of its rays the anal appendage is
free; whereas hi the Pa.laocriuoids it is urnted to the more or less branching rays by the

general series of minute irregular plates winch occupy the anal rnterrathus and pass
gradually upwards into those of the so called, vault.

It is difficult to consider the existence of interradials and of the anal appendage of
Thavinatocrinus as instances of atavism, for no known Neocrinoid presents any similar
characters, and it is a long way hack from a recent Comatuia to a Palmozoic (4rinoid.
The reappearance of these characters in such a specialised type as a C'omatula is conse

quently not a little surprising. Associated with them we find the distinctly embryonic
characters of persistent basal and oral plates, the latter occurring in no other comatula,

together with the simplicity of the undivided arms.

Thaumatocrinus renoi'atus, P. I-i. Carpenter, 1883 (P1. LVI. figs. 1-5).

Description of an Individual.-The total width of the calyx across the disk is barely
2 mm. ; and the height of the centro-dorsal and radials together is about the same.
The former (P1. LVI. figs. 1-4) is rounded below, with its central canal completely
closed up, so that it must have been detached for some little time from the remainder of
the stem. The bases of half a dozen cirri are attached to it, and there are pits for the

reception of two or three more. In the largest stump which is preserved (P1. LVI.

figs. 1, 3) the first two joints are quite short, as is usually the case in all cirri; but the
third reaches a length of 1'5 mm., so that the cirri must have been very like those of
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